SCD® IIB
STERILE TUBING WELDER

EXPERIENCE FAST, EASY, RELIABLE WELDS
FAST
START-TO-FINISH WELDS, IN ABOUT 30 SECONDS

EASY
STERILE CONNECTIONS IN A FEW SIMPLE STEPS

RELIABLE
STRONG, DEPENDABLE WELDS FOR SECURE CONNECTIONS

Learn more and view the demo video at TERUMOBCT.COM/SCDI1B
THE SCD IIB
STERILE TUBING WELDER
FROM TERUMO BCT

THE BIOTECH STANDARD FOR OVER 20 YEARS
Built on a legacy of proven thermal welders and cell processing devices from Terumo BCT, the SCD IIB creates strong, sterile tubing connections in about 30 seconds.
MAINTAIN A FUNCTIONALLY CLOSED SYSTEM

This compact, portable welder allows you to perform a sterile connection so that you can transfer, sample or replace components, all while maintaining a functionally closed system in open labs and production areas.
THE FLEXIBILITY TO WELD WET-TO-DRY AND DRY-TO-DRY CONNECTIONS

Designed for use with .215 in/.55 cm O.D. (outside diameter) tubing with a wall thickness of 0.033in/0.8 mm, the SCD IIB gives you the capability to create both wet-to-dry and dry-to-dry connections with a single welder.

*Not available in all countries.
Learn more and view the demo video at TerumoBCT.com/SCDIIB
Schedule an SCD IIB demo today at cellprocessing@terumobct.com

Terumo BCT, a global leader in blood component, therapeutic apheresis and cellular technologies, is the only company with the unique combination of apheresis collections, manual and automated whole blood processing, and pathogen reduction. We believe in the potential of blood to do even more for patients than it does today. This belief inspires our innovation and strengthens our collaboration with customers.